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SaFETY FIrST
The kind of moderate exercise recommended in this programme is designed to improve your
health and wellbeing and should be good for you and very safe for almost everyone.		However,
ankylosing spondylitis (AS) can sometimes affect the heart or lungs and cause conditions that could
be worsened by exercise. For this reason we would recommend that you see your doctor before
starting the programme and annually.
This is particularly important if
n You have had any operations on your spine or joint replacement surgery. This is very important if
you have had a hip replacement because some exercises may cause dislocation of artificial hip joints
and your programme will need to be modified to avoid any risk of this.
n You already know that you have a medical condition, particularly if it affects your heart or lungs
n You get chest pain, palpitations (irregular beating of the heart), unexplained breathlessness,
dizziness, or have lost consciousness
n You are on medication for your heart or blood pressure
n You are pregnant
n Your AS is affecting your joints, especially the leg joints, causing swelling, pain or stiffness
n You are not used to exercise
n You are aged over 65 years or have had AS for more than 10 years
Of course most people with AS will be seeing a rheumatologist regularly and will already have been
advised whether they can exercise.
If you get any unexplained symptoms while exercising such as chest pain, palpitations, unexpected
breathlessness, dizziness, faintness or lose consciousness, please stop and see a doctor straight away.

www.nass.co.uk

If you do need to see a doctor before starting, it would be useful to take the programme with you and
in particular point out the next section that explains what is in each part of the programme.
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IntroductIon
If you have ankylosIng spondylItIs (as) and would lIke to start regular exercIse,
thIs programme Is for you.
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Exercise is very helpful in AS, reducing pain
and stiffness and improving posture and
wellbeing. In the long term, it may well help
your spine to remain mobile. This is why
exercise is usually recommended as part of
the treatment of AS by rheumatologists and
physiotherapists, and also by those who have
AS. However, while many people with AS have
heard about the benefits of exercise, many
don’t have a programme, don’t do it regularly
or do not have a programme that is right for
their AS. If you are in one of these categories,
this programme is especially for you. It has
been devised by the physiotherapists working
with NASS and the exercise therapists and
doctors who treat military personnel with AS
at Headley Court. It uses the most up to date
knowledge from the fields of physiotherapy
and sports medicine. We have tried to make
the programme as clear, straightforward and
enjoyable as possible, so that you can use it in
a gym or at home as part of your daily routine.

Why doesn’t everyone with AS do regular exercise?
We asked a group of people with AS what stopped
them doing a regular programme. Here are some of
their answers.
n ‘What is the point? It is going to get worse anyway.’
n ‘I don’t know which exercises to do.’
n ‘It might hurt. I might damage my back’.
n ‘It is too intimidating to go to the gym’.
n ‘I don’t have time’.
n ‘It is too much effort’.
What is the point of a regular exercise programme
in AS?
People with AS often have to deal with the day to
day symptoms of pain and stiffness and the worry
about long term effects on the spine and general
health. There are now some very effective medical
treatments that can reduce pain and stiffness, so it
is important that everyone with AS is under regular
care with a GP and rheumatologist. The best results
come from a combination of medical treatments and a
regular exercise programme. Exercise helps relieve the
symptoms of pain and stiffness and helps you sleep and
improves your general health. So you feel better, look
better and get more out of life.

Who is this programme for?
We have tried to write this programme to be useful
for as many people with AS as possible, but inevitably
it can’t be perfect for everyone. Some people with
advanced AS who have lost a lot of movement in the
spine or have developed the altered posture may find
some of these exercises difficult. We would suggest
anyone in this category seeks advice from a qualified
physiotherapist or exercise therapist before starting.
Most of these exercises will still be very useful, but some
adaptations may make all the difference.

This programme has
been devised To minimise
discomforT and risk of
injury. all of The exercises
are low impacT and are
carefully explained so
ThaT you are always in
conTrol.
5
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This programme was
designed by specialisTs
in sporTs and exercise
physiology. if you use
This programme, you will
know exacTly whaT you
are doing and why.

I don’t know which exercises to do.
If you have AS, the priorities are to remain fit and
healthy and also to promote good mobility of the spine
and good posture. There is a huge range of exercise
regimes on offer these days, designed to promote
fitness or to improve sporting skills or simply to look
good on the beach. They are usually good advice but
not necessarily good for AS. This programme uses the
most effective exercises for AS. The authors have years
of experience prescribing exercise and have designed it
so that it shouldn’t take too long to get the full benefit.

It might hurt. I might damage my back.
This programme has been devised to minimise
discomfort and risk of injury. All of the exercises are
low impact and are carefully explained so that you are
always in control. The programme starts with a warm
up, followed by mobility, cardiovascular fitness and
strength training with flexibility and breathing exercises
at the end. You start with the basic programme and
only progress when ready. It shouldn’t hurt, but you
will feel the stretching and probably feel pleasantly
tired at the end of the cardiovascular section. You may
notice some muscle soreness for a few days after doing
the strength section. As with all medical conditions,
you should check with your GP before starting the
programme.
It is too intimidating to go to the gym.
Most people feel intimidated when they first go to a
gym. They always seem to be full of super-fit people.
In reality most people don’t have much direction
and many of the most eye catching exercises don’t
make you much fitter or stronger. This programme
was designed by specialists in sports and exercise
physiology. If you use this programme, you will know
exactly what you are doing and why. This will be very
obvious to the staff in the gym and to anyone there
who is serious about fitness.

I don’t have time.
Not having enough time is one of the commonest
reasons for not exercising, so we have kept the
programme as short as possible. The full programme
has been designed to take 30 to 40 minutes, so it can
be done in a lunch break or early evening. If you don’t
have that long, it can be broken down into shorter
sections.
It is too much effort.
This is probably the most difficult objection to answer!
You may believe that exercise is important and that
the programme is effective, clear and easy. But if you
never enjoyed exercise and now on top of that have
developed the pain and stiffness of AS, it can seem
a lot to ask. All we can say is that many people have
found it enormously worthwhile; it really does help
your symptoms and can be great fun and great for your
confidence. So why not give the programme a serious
try? Read the rest of the introduction, pick up some kit,
earmark some time and get started.

Dr Tim Jones
Consultant in Rheumatology and Rehabilitation Medicine
Defence Medical Rehabilitation Centre,
Headley Court
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typeS of exercISe
what are the dIfferent types of
exercIse and how often should
I do them?
The exercises in this programme are arranged
in sections that improve different aspects of
your fitness. In the next few paragraphs we
will explain a little about these exercises and
how often we recommend that you do them.

the warm-up is a short period of gentle exercise that
prepares the body for more vigorous exercise and helps
prevent injury.
You should start every session of exercise or sport with a
warm-up which lasts about 5 minutes.
the mobility section consists of exercises that slowly
move the different parts of the spine to the limit of
their movement. This is the most important section for
keeping the spine mobile.
We would recommend that you do these every day.
flexibility exercises These exercises stretch the large
muscle groups such as the hamstrings and quadriceps
that are anchored around the spine. It is important that
these muscles do not shorten or the spine can be pulled
into wrong postures.
We recommend that you do these exercises every day.
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If you follow the recommendations, you should get
the most benefit; but do remember that even a little
exercise is far better than none. If you feel that the
recommendations are more than you can manage,
please don’t shelve the whole idea. It is still worth
making a start and doing what you can.
the sections are:
n The warm up
n Mobility
n Cardiovascular fitness
n Strength
n Flexibility
n Breathing

Breathing exercises These exercises are designed to
maximise the volume of the chest and lungs.
We recommend that you do these every day.
Strength exercises These exercises require the
muscles to overcome resistance from weights, rubber
bands or sometimes just the body’s own weight. The
muscles become stronger in the days after a weights
session when they rebuild themselves. Strong back,
shoulder and hip muscles protect the spine and
prevent it collapsing into poor postures. Strength
training is an important part of improving sporting
performance. It is also good for general health, using
up calories and probably preventing some medical

conditions such as diabetes.
A weight training session is made up of repetitions
(or reps) of the movement which are grouped into
sets. There is usually a rest of a few minutes between
each set to allow the muscle to recover. If the weight
is on a heavy setting, it will not be possible to do many
repetitions before becoming tired. Conversely, if a light
setting is used, it will be possible to do more reps. The
amount of weight makes an important difference to the
effect on the muscles. Heavy weights will only increase
absolute strength, whereas lighter weights will improve
strength and endurance.
Strength training should not be done every day. There must
be at least a 48 hour gap to allow the muscle to adapt or it
will not work. We suggest 2 or 3 weight sessions per week
with at least a day between each. We strongly recommend
that you keep the weights setting quite low so that you can
manage at least 12 repetitions in each set.
Aerobic exercises Regular aerobic exercise is
extremely good for your general health and improves
cardiovascular fitness. It lowers blood pressure and
helps prevent heart disease and strokes. Well known
examples of aerobic exercise include walking, jogging
or swimming, but any activity that you can do for a
prolonged period and makes you breathless is aerobic.
We recommend that you do 30 minutes of aerobic exercise
5 times a week. Please remember that it only needs to be
vigorous enough to make you slightly breathless; it doesn’t
need to be exhausting. Fast walking is a good example
of aerobic exercise. For convenience, you can split it into
segments of 10 minutes or more and this will still be good
for you.
7
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gettIng StArted
the basIc equIpment that you wIll
need for the mobIlIty, flexIbIlIty
and breathIng sectIons Is:
n Gym kit that is loose enough to allow you

You will probably need to be at a gym to use the weights machines, (but you
only need to do the strength section twice a week).
The cardiovascular section can be walking, cycling or swimming and so can be
very flexible, even part of your commute. Remember, the cardiovascular section
should be 5 times a week but can be split into 10 minute sections.

“i am 43 now and i was diagnosed
wiTh as over 15 years ago. i was
in denial when i was diagnosed.
now i wish i had done my exercises:
everyone Told me how imporTanT
iT was buT i chose noT To lisTen.”

www.nass.co.uk

to do the stretches
n Cross training shoes
n A gym ball (see page 10 for how to choose
one). If you don’t have one at home, you can
get away with using a chair
n A gym mat, or carpet if you are at home
n A towel
n A water bottle

The mobility, flexibility and breathing sections can easily be done at home.
Remember, we recommend that you do these sections every day.

8
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exAMpLeS of A Week’S exercISeS
EXERCISE

monday

CyClE To Work – 15 mINuTES
CyClE HomE – 15 mINuTES
AT HomE IN EvENING – flExIbIlITy, mobIlITy, brEATHING

tuesday

vISIT Gym AfTEr Work for All SECTIoNS

wednesday

brISk WAlk AT luNCHTImE – 30 mINuTES
AT HomE IN EvENING – flExIbIlITy, mobIlITy, brEATHING

thursday

vISIT Gym for All SECTIoNS

frIday

rest day – flExIbIlITy, mobIlITy ANd brEATHING AfTEr Work

saturday

vISIT SWImmING pool for 30 mINuTE SWIm
flExIbIlITy, mobIlITy ANd brEATHING WHIlE STIll IN THE pool

sunday

rest day - flExIbIlITy, mobIlITy ANd brEATHING

✔ YES

✘ NO

www.nass.co.uk

DAY
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chooSIng A gyM BALL
gym balls are now commonly seen In many gyms and health clubs but do you know how to pIck the
correct sIze gym ball for your heIght and weIght? do you know If your gym ball Is antI-burst or not?
Addressing these two issues is essential to
ensure that you are exercising in a safe and
correct way when using a gym ball.

the following points should help you to answer all
of the questions that you may have about selecting
a gym ball during your work out. Remember however
that there are many different manufacturers of gym
balls and so you should seek advice and guidance from
your gym instructor if you are unsure of any points.
n Gym ball, exercise ball, Swiss ball, fit ball, Reebok ball,
stability ball – are all names for the same thing.
n Originally made for back rehabilitation, gym balls are
now used for many different forms of exercise including
yoga and Pilates.
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n Always work with an anti-burst / burst resistant
gym ball – anti-burst gym balls are labelled as being so.
They are made of specially designed vinyl, sometimes
with several layers, that when punctured will deflate
slowly giving you time to stabilise yourself with your
hands or feet as necessary. Non-burst resistant balls
literally pop and can cause serious damage.

n Gym balls come in different colours according to their
different size. Do not select a gym ball because it is your
favourite colour!
n Generally most good quality gym balls are designed
to take up to three times your body weight if the correct
size is selected.
n If your gym ball is too small, your core centre is not as
active as it should be and you will have the tendency to
lean forward while sitting on the ball.
n If you are positioned too high, then you are working
in a much more unstable position.
n A gym ball does not have to be pumped up so it is rock
hard; it should be firmly inflated, so that when pressed
with one finger, a slight dent is created, approximately 2
inches (5cm) across. Air can be added or removed from a
gym ball easily and as required. To add or remove air from
your gym ball seek the help of your gym instructor.

anti-burst gym balls tend to be non-shiny and slightly textured – choose this ball.
non-burst resistant gym balls tend to be shiny and smooth– avoid this ball.
If not already available request that your gym provides the appropriate gym ball for your safety

10
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chooSIng the correct SIZe gyM BALL
n The general rule for choosing the correct gym ball size
is to have your knees and hips bent to 90° (thighs parallel
to floor) when sitting on the ball. Use the following as
a rough guide to select a gym ball according to your
height. Then try sitting on the gym ball as recommended
above to get a good sitting position.

YOuR hEIght

gYm bAll SIzE tO SElECt

under 5’ 2’’ (1.57m)

45Cm

5’3”- 5’8” (1.60m-1.72m)

55Cm

5’9” - 6’2” (1.75m-1.88m)

65Cm

above 6’3” (1.90m)

75Cm

If you have back pain or longer legs it is acceptable to have your hips slightly higher than
your knees but you must never have your hips lower than your knees.
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If you are unsure if you are using the correct gym ball size for your height and weight please
seek advice from your gym instructor.
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REMEMBER:
RemembeR to seek medical advice
if you become faint, short of breath, dizzy,
unwell or experience unaccustomed chest
pain during any exercise session.

SaFEtY/PointS to REMEMBER
n Some trained gym staff may not have heard of
ankylosing spondylitis and may not understand how it
affects you. Take time to explain your condition and use this
guide to help discuss what exercise you should be focusing
on (see page 65).
n Don’t overdo it. Keep within your limits. Some people
overdo it when they first start.
n Don’t expect all gym equipment to look the same.
Often different makes of gym equipment are set up slightly
differently, so ensure a trained member of staff has shown
you how to use each piece of equipment safely before you
start. Don’t overdo it.
n You will have good and bad days where you are able to
do a bit more or may need to do a little bit less.
n Pick a good time of day to exercise – most AS patients
experience some stiffness and pain in their spine or joints in
the morning, so this is probably not a good time to exercise.
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n Don’t worry if you have some mild aches or pains
when you are exercising. This is normal for people with
AS. The pains should ease off after the exercise session is
completed. If you have anything more than mild aches or
pains that do not ease after the exercises, stop and seek
medical advice.

n Focus on stretching anterior muscle groups (muscles at
the front of the body – abdominals, pectorals and biceps).
n Focus on strengthening extensor muscle groups
(muscles at the back of the body – lower back, trunk,
shoulder blades and buttocks).
n Use a regime that involves low weights and high
repetitions – remember you are trying to stay mobile,
strong and healthy. You are not training for a weight lifting
competition.
n Maintain a good posture with all of your exercises.
Neutral spine is an important part of this and is explained in
the next section.
n Stay motivated – you may not notice big changes in
your appearance but remember the exercises are to help
you stay healthy, mobile and to help maintain a good
posture.
n Vary your exercises. Remember that you need to do
a mixture of strengthening, cardiovascular and stretching
exercises.

the best programmes are individually tailored. This is our recommendation to get you started. It gives
most of the benefits and shouldn’t take too long. As you get fitter you may want to progress. For this, we would
recommend that you consult an experienced exercise therapist or physiotherapist who knows about AS.
12
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proMotIng
good poStureneutrAL SpIne
n looking from the side, the normal human

spine at rest has three gentle curves: at the
small of the back; between the shoulder blades;
and at the neck.
n during movement, these curves may flatten

or increase, but the closer they stay to their
original shape, the better, because this shape
leads to less strain on the ligaments and joints
and therefore less risk of pain or injury. This
position of good posture is often called the
neutral spine position.
n unfortunately, the pain and stiffness of AS

encourages the spine to hunch forwards and
over time, the spine may lose the ability to
straighten back up.
n Here is a checklist that you can use to

educate your spine to keep in a good posture.
We suggest that you do this as often as
possible through the day and while doing these
exercises.

STArTING poSITIoN:

Stand with the feet shoulder width apart and grip the pelvis between the fingers at
the front and the thumbs at the rear. Starting at the top is the best way to visualise
correcting your posture. Making a mental check list is a good way to help.
1 head position
2 Shoulder position
3 hand position
4 pelvis position
5 knees

1 Draw the chin in but keep the head vertical aiming to line up the ear lobe with

the mid line of the shoulder. This will bring the head back towards the mid line
of the body (figure 1). Another way of thinking of this is to imagine that you are
holding a tennis ball under your chin.

2 Draw the shoulders downwards towards the feet and lengthen the collar

bones so your shoulders are open but NOT pinched back. Try to utilise the muscles
in the mid and lower back rather than those at the top of the back. This will draw
the shoulders back so they are not rounded, opening the front of the chest.

Figure 1

3 If your shoulders are rounded then you will find your hands tend to rest on the
front of your thighs. To correct this you need to draw your arms, shoulders and
shoulder blades back so your hands are now resting on the outside of your thighs
(palms resting on your trouser seam).

4 To understand figure 2, the correct position of the pelvis, imagine that you

are holding a bucket of water. Tipping water out of the front of the bucket will tip
the pelvis forwards and vice versa. Working only in a range of movement that is
comfortable, tip water out of the front, then back of the bucket, several times. At
this point, stop in the mid position. Then slowly tip the bucket forwards to gently
dribble water from the front of the bucket (slightly anteriorly tilted).

5 Finally, fully straightened knees can contribute to bad posture. Therefore
softening and slightly bending the knees will help.

line drawing by Caroline Silver lewis

prAC TISE THIS AS ofTEN AS you CAN

Figure 2
13
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WArM up
n you should always warm up prior

to any exercise session and especially
before stretching.
n A warm up does exactly what it says it

does and warms up your body by increasing
the blood flow to the working muscles. This
prepares your body for exercise and means
the muscles are ready to exercise and are
less prone to injury.

WArm up IN THE Gym:

Static bike or cross trainer for 5-10 minutes on easy to moderate
resistance. You should be able to hold a conversation throughout your
warm up and not get out of breath. Remember even during your warm up
you should be aware of your posture in sitting or standing and if using the
cross trainer try not to let your chin poke forward.

WArm up AT HomE:

www.nass.co.uk

March on the spot or use a bottom stair for step ups or else go for a walk for
5-10 minutes. You should be able to hold a conversation throughout your
warm up and not get out of breath. Remember even during your warm up
you should be aware of your posture in standing and if doing step ups try
not to let your chin poke forward.
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Mobility exercises
Mobility exercises are exercises that work your
joints through their full, available, range of movement.
The movement should be smooth and pain free. Don’t
worry if at times exercising to one side is easier than
the other, just perform each exercise to the best of your
ability every time. Remember that when you exercise,
especially at first or after a break from regular exercise,
you will probably experience some discomfort when
you exercise but it should not be painful.

15
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Mobility exercises

looking down
n Benefit of exercise: To help maintain or

increase your downward neck movement
n Equipment required: Gym ball
n If dizziness is experienced during the

n Repetition: 3-5 times

HInts and tIps:
n Maintain neutral spine position throughout movement
n Ensure slow, continuous movement throughout

exercise, discontinue the exercise and seek
medical review

1 STarTinG poSiTion:

2 MovEMEnT / ac Tion:

Move chin to chest and hold at the end position
for 10 seconds. Return head to start position
through the same movement line.

www.nass.co.uk

Sit on gym ball in neutral spine position.
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MobiLity exercises

Looking up
n Benefit of exercise: To help maintain or

increase your upward neck movement
n Equipment required: Gym ball
n If dizziness is experienced, discontinue the

exercise and seek medical review

1 STarTinG poSiTion:

HInts and tIps:
n Keep mouth shut throughout the exercise
n Maintain neutral spine position throughout movement
n Ensure slow, continuous movement throughout

2 MovEMEnT / ac Tion:

Tip head up towards ceiling and hold at the end
position for 10 seconds. Return head to start
position through the same movement line.

www.nass.co.uk

Sit on gym ball in neutral spine position.

n Repetition: 3-5 times
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Mobility exerCises

Chin tuCk
n Benefit of exercise: To help maintain good

posture and prevent forward poking of chin

HInts and tIps:
n Keep eyes level – do not look down to the floor or tip
n Repetition: 3-5 times

head up to ceiling
n Keep shoulders still

n Equipment required: Gym ball

n Keep mouth shut throughout the exercise

n If dizziness is experienced, discontinue

n Maintain neutral spine position throughout movement

the exercise and seek medical review

n Ensure slow, continuous movement throughout
n You should feel an upward stretch up the back of the neck

1 STarTinG poSiTion:

2 MovEMEnT / ac Tion:

Tuck your chin in to give yourself a double
chin and hold position for 10 seconds.
Return head to start position through
the same movement line.

www.nass.co.uk

Sit on gym ball in neutral spine position.
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Mobility exercises

look over shoulder
n Benefit of exercise: To help maintain or

increase your ability to look over your shoulder
n Equipment required: Gym ball
n If dizziness is experienced, discontinue

the exercise and seek medical review

n Repetition: 3-5 times to the left

then 3-5 times to the right

HInts and tIps:
n Keep eyes level – do not look down to the floor or tip

head up to ceiling
n Keep shoulders still
n Maintain neutral spine position throughout movement
n Ensure slow, continuous movement throughout

1 STarTinG poSiTion:

Turn your head to look over your shoulder as
far as you can. Hold position for 10 seconds.
Return head to start position through the
same movement line.

www.nass.co.uk

Sit on gym ball in neutral spine position.

2 MovEMEnT / ac Tion:
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MobiliTy exercises

Trunk roTaTion
n Benefit of exercise: To help maintain or

increase your ability to rotate your trunk
n Equipment required: Gym mat
n If dizziness is experienced, discontinue

the exercise and seek medical review

n Repetition: 3 times

to the left then 3 times
to the right

HInts and tIps:
n Keep eyes level – do not look down to the floor or tip head up to ceiling
n Do not allow yourself to bend forwards or backwards during movement
n relax shoulders back and down
n ensure hips and pelvis remain still, facing forwards
n ensure slow, continuous movement throughout

1 STarTinG poSiTion:

2 MoveMenT / ac Tion:

Turn / rotate trunk from the waist as far
round as you can. Hold this position for
10 seconds. Return trunk back to start
position through the same movement line.

www.nass.co.uk

Kneeling upright, with arms across chest
and neutral spine position.
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Mobility exercises

trunk side bend
n Benefit of exercise: To help maintain or

increase your ability to side bend at the waist
n Equipment required: Gym mat
n If dizziness is experienced, discontinue
the exercise and seek medical review

1 STarTinG poSiTion:

HInts and tIps:
n Do not allow yourself to bend forwards or

backwards during movement

n Ensure hips and pelvis remain still, facing forwards
n Maintain even weight through your knees throughout

n Do not allow yourself to rotate / turn your trunk

the movement. Do not allow the opposite knee to lift

n Keep shoulders relaxed

n Ensure slow, continuous movement throughout

2 MovEMEnT / ac Tion:

Keeping hand in contact with side of leg reach
down towards the floor. Hold this position for
10 seconds. Return trunk back to start position
through the same movement line.
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Kneel upright in neutral spine position,
arms resting by side and palms on
outer thigh.

n Repetition: 3 times to the left then 3 times to the right
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moBiLiTY eXerCiSeS

Arm opening
n Benefit of exercise: to stretch the upper

chest

1 Starting poSition:

Lie on your side with hips and knees bent to 90° and your arms
lying on top of each other at shoulder height.
Folded towel placed under head to
achieve neutral spine position.

n Equipment required: gym mat

gym towel – folded to place under head
(We have used a foam block in the photograph
to show the position clearly)
n If dizziness is experienced, discontinue

the exercise and seek medical review
n Repetition: 3 times to the left then 3 times

to the right

HInts and tIps:
n Keep knees together and still – do not lift

your top leg
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n Keep shoulder of resting arm in contact

2 movement / ac tion:

Keeping elbow straight, lift your top arm
up towards the ceiling, turning the head to
follow the movement of the arm.

3 continue to move the top arm:
Rotate the body and aim to get the arm to touch the floor
on the opposite side at shoulder level. Hold this position for
10 seconds. Return trunk back to
start position through the
same movement line.

with floor
n ensure slow, continuous movement

throughout
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moBiLiTY eXerCiSeS

Knee roLLing
n Benefit of exercise: to help maintain or

increase your ability to rotate your trunk

1 Starting poSition:

Lie on your back with knees bent up together and your feet
together flat on the floor. Lie your arms out to your side at
shoulder height, palms facing up.

n Equipment required: gym mat, gym towel
n For all exercises when you are lying on your

back on the floor, if the back of your head does
not easily rest on the floor, then we would
advise you to place a folded towel under your
head to help you achieve a neutral spine. By this
we mean that you should fold the towel just
enough times so that your head is supported
with your chin level and not pointing up to the
ceiling, or resting on your chest.
n If dizziness is experienced, discontinue the

exercise and seek medical review

2 movement / ac tion:

Keeping knees and ankles together, lower your knees
down to one side, allowing your lower trunk
to rotate as you move.

n Repetition: 3 times to the left then 3 times

to the right

3 hold thiS poSition for 10 SecondS:
HInts and tIps:

Return knees back to start position through the same movement line
and then lower knees to opposite side.
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n Keep knees and ankles together
n Keep shoulders and arms resting in contact

with floor
n ensure slow, continuous movement

throughout
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moBiLiTY eXerCiSeS

ALTernATe Knee
To CheST

1 Starting poSition:

Lie on your back with knees bent up and your feet flat on
the floor, shoulder width apart. Rest your arms by your side,
palms facing down.

n Benefit of exercise: to help maintain or

increase your ability to bend your hips and
lower back
n Equipment required: gym mat, gym towel
n For all exercises when you are lying on your

back on the floor, if the back of your head does
not easily rest on the floor, then we would
advise you to place a folded towel under your
head to help you achieve a neutral spine. By this
we mean that you should fold the towel just
enough times so that your head is
supported with your chin level and not pointing
up to the ceiling, or resting on your chest.
n If dizziness is experienced, discontinue the

exercise and seek medical review

2 movement / ac tion:

Raise one knee up towards your shoulder, allow your hip and knee to bend as you move.
Hold the front of your shin to facilitate the movement further. Hold this position for
10 seconds. Return knee back to start position through the same movement line.

n Repetition: 3 times to the left then 3 times

to the right

HInts and tIps:
n Keep shoulders and head resting in contact
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with floor
n maintain neutral spine throughout movement-

do not allow the lower back to over arch
n ensure slow, continuous movement throughout
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moBiLiTY eXerCiSeS

DouBLe Arm rAiSeS
ABove heAD

1 Starting poSition:

Lie on your back with knees bent up and your feet flat on
the floor, shoulder width apart. Rest your arms by your side,
palms facing down.

n Benefit of exercise: to help maintain or

increase your ability to raise your arms
forward and above your head
n Equipment required: gym mat, gym towel
n For all exercises when you are lying on your

back on the floor, if the back of your head does
not easily rest on the floor, then we would
advise you to place a folded towel under your
head to help you achieve a neutral spine. By this
we mean that you should fold the towel just
enough times so that your head is supported
with your chin level and not pointing up to the
ceiling, or resting on your chest.

2 movement / ac tion:

Raise both arms up towards the ceiling,
continuing up towards the head as far as possible,
finishing with arms resting on the floor either
side of your head.

n If dizziness is experienced, discontinue the

exercise and seek medical review
n Repetition: 3-5 times

HInts and tIps:

3 hold thiS poSition for 10 SecondS:
Return arms back to start position through the same movement line.

n Keep elbows straight throughout the movement
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n Keep head resting in contact with floor
n maintain neutral spine throughout movement

– do not allow the low back to over arch
n ensure slow, continuous movement throughout
26
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cardiovascular exercises
You should aim for 30 minutes of exercise on 5 days
of the week but you can break it up into 10 minute
segments. Don’t push yourself; you should be mildly
breathless but able to hold a conversation throughout.
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cardiovascular exercises

treadmill
n We advise walking rather than running

because the impact of running can make your
pain worse.
n Keep good upright posture.
n Keep speed gentle without over striding.
n Adjust treadmill speed and gradient so that

you are mildly breathless.
n As you become fitter, you may want to do
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more by increasing the duration or gradient.
The gym staff will be able to advise you.
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cardiovascular exercises

cross trainer
n Adjust the settings so that you are mildly

breathless throughout the session.
n Keep good posture in an upright position.
n Don’t hunch forwards.
n You can use arms and legs as shown, or you
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can keep your arms still holding the handles
and just use your legs.
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cardiovascular exercises

static bike
n Adjust the settings so that you are mildly

breathless throughout the session.
Before starting make sure you adjust saddle
height. This can be checked by looking at
the following:
n When standing next to the bike the top of the

saddle should be hip height.
n Sit on the bike and place the ball of the foot

on the pedal and push down. When the pedal
is at the bottom of the rotation your leg should
remain slightly bent.
n At no time during the rotation should your
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knee be completely straight.
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cardiovascular exercises

rowing machine
We have included this exercise because it gives
you a good workout BUT it must be done with
good technique as poor technique can damage
your back. We suggest you ask the gym staff
to advise you on the correct technique. We
recommend you do this exercise for no more
than 10 minutes and do a further 20 minutes
of CV exercise on different machines.

1 STArTing poSiTion:

Set the resistance to a low setting. Lean very slightly forward with
your arms straight and shins almost vertical.

1

2 MoVeMenT / AC Tion:

Push back through the feet, sliding yourself backwards.

3 grADUAllY leAn BACK
AnD finiSh pUlling
WiTh YoUr ArMS:
Finish with your legs straight and arms bent,
elbows back as you pull through with your
arms. Arms should be by your side with the
handles pulled to your stomach.

2

3

HinTs and Tips:
n Keep pelvis and back moving together
n Keep elbows close to body
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n Don’t let your back round forwards when

sliding backwards (see photo 2)
n Move from your hip joints
n Use your legs
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strength exercises
Keep the weight setting low so that you can manage
the full number of reps in each set without difficulty.
Allow at least 1 day rest between each session.
All movements should be done slowly and in a
controlled way.
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STRENGTH ExERcISES

SPINAL
STRENGTHENING

1 Starting poSition:

Lie over gym ball, legs straight, feet/toes
touching the floor, shoulder width apart.
Rest on forearms, elbows bent to 90° and
the upper arm in line under the shoulder.

n Benefit of exercise: to help maintain or

increase strength in muscles in the back and
maintain upright posture
n Equipment required: gym mat, gym ball
n Repetition: 10 times to the left then

10 times to the right

2 MoveMent / ac tion:

Hints and tips:
n ensure hips, stomach and chest rest on the

ball at the start

Leading with heel, keeping the knee straight,
raise one leg towards the ceiling until the
leg comes into line with the spine.
Hold for 5 seconds and
then lower slowly.

n Be aware of your own safety when lying on

the ball - maintain good stability on the ball
throughout the exercise
n Do not lift the leg too high/allow the back

to overarch
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n Keep head in line with spine, do not bend

chin forward or tip head back
n each action and return should be done slowly

and in a controlled way
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strength exercises

Bridging
n Benefit of exercise: to help maintain or

1 Starting poSition:

Lie on your back, knees bent up and feet flat on the floor
at hip distance apart. Arms resting by side, palms down.

increase strength in the buttock and lower spine
n Equipment required: gym mat, gym towel
n For all exercises when you are lying on your

back on the floor, if the back of your head does
not easily rest on the floor, then we would
advise you to place a folded towel under your
head to help you achieve a neutral spine. By this
we mean that you should fold the towel just
enough times so that your head is supported
with your chin level and not pointing up to the
ceiling, or resting on your chest.
n Repetition: 10

2 MoveMent / ac tion:

Lift buttocks and lower back off the floor into a bridging
position. Hold this position for 5 seconds. Return back to start
position through the same movement line.

Hints and tips:
n Maintain neutral spine throughout movement
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n Use buttock and spinal muscles to complete

movement – do not push through arms and
feet to achieve movements
n each action and return should be done slowly

and in a controlled way
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strength exercises

LateraL PuLL down
n select a weight setting that allows you to do

12 repetitions before you tire and have to stop
n Remember to breathe naturally throughout

the exercise and dO nOt hold your breath
n Concentrate on keeping your spine in the

neutral position
n Repetition: 12
n sets: 2

1 Starting poSition:
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Hints and tips:
n Maintain neutral spine throughout exercise
n each action and return should be done slowly

Take a seated position with knees
fixed under the rollers and feet flat on
the floor. Take an overhand grip (see
photograph), hands shoulder width
apart on the bar.

2 MoveMent /
ac tion:

Draw the bar straight down
to the top of the chest. The
elbows are drawn into the
side of the body.

3 retUrn BacK to
the Start poSition

and in a controlled way
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strength exercises

seated row
n select a weight setting that allows you to do

n Repetition: 12

Hints and tips:

12 repetitions before tiring and having to stop

n sets: 2

n Maintain spine in a neutral position throughout the exercise

n Remember to breathe naturally throughout

the exercise and dO nOt hold your breath
n Concentrate on keeping your spine in the

neutral position

1 Starting poSition:

n each action and return should be done slowly and in a

controlled way

2 MoveMent / ac tion:

Keeping the elbows close to the side of the body, draw in the bar
to the stomach. Return to the start position in a controlled way.
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Seated position in neutral spine. Take hold of the bar and brace
the feet on the foot rests.

n Do not lean forwards or backwards throughout this exercise
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strength exercises

BiceP curL
n select a weight setting that allows you to do

n Repetition: 12

Hints and tips:

12 repetitions before tiring and having to stop

n sets: 2

n Maintain spine in a neutral position

n Remember to breathe naturally throughout

throughout the exercise

the exercise and dO nOt hold your breath

n Keep your back in contact with the back rest

n Concentrate on keeping your spine in the

n each action and return should be done

neutral position

1 Starting poSition:

2 MoveMent / ac tion:

Keeping the feet flat on the floor and elbows braced
against the pads, draw the bar(s) up to the body.

3 perforM a fUll range
of MoveMent so the hands finish at the

shoulders. Return to the start position in a controlled way.
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Sit on the machine and take hold of the handle bar(s)
with an underhand grip. The feet should be flat on the
floor more than shoulder width apart.

slowly and in a controlled way
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strength exercises

triceP Press
n select a weight setting that allows you to do

n Repetition: 12

Hints and tips:

12 repetitions before tiring and having to stop

n sets: 2

n Maintain spine in a neutral position

n Remember to breathe naturally throughout

throughout the exercise

the exercise and dO nOt hold your breath

n Keep your head back on the seat

n Concentrate on keeping your spine in the

n each action and return should be done

neutral position

1 Starting poSition:

2 MoveMent / ac tion:

Keeping the feet flat on the floor and elbows back on
the pads, draw the bar(s) down.

3 perforM a fUll range
of MoveMent until the elbows lock out

‘softly’. Return to the start position in a controlled way.
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Sit on the machine with feet flat on the floor and more
than shoulder width apart. Take hold of the handle bars
with a hammer grip.

slowly and in a controlled way
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strength exercises

Leg Press
n select a weight setting that allows you to do

n Repetition: 12

12 repetitions before tiring and having to stop

n sets: 2

n Keep the feet flat on the foot plate

the exercise and dO nOt hold your breath

Hints and tips:

throughout so the “push” action is felt in both
the front and heel of the foot

n Concentrate on keeping your spine in the

n Maintain spine in a neutral position

n each action and return should be done

neutral position

throughout the exercise

slowly and in a controlled way

n Remember to breathe naturally throughout

1 Starting poSition:

Push through the feet maintaining flat foot position throughout. Straighten the
legs slowly and stop just before they are completely straight so the knees remain
soft. Return to the start position in a slow controlled way.
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Sit on the leg press machine, back against the seat. Place the feet on the foot
plate shoulder width apart, with knees bent to no more than 90°. Line the feet
up with the knees and front of the hip imagining a look of “train tracks” with the
legs.

2 MoveMent / ac tion:
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Strength exerciSeS

pec dec
n Select a weight setting that allows you to do

n Repetition: 12

12 repetitions before tiring and having to stop

n Sets: 2

n Remember to breathe naturally throughout

n Keep your head back on the rest
n After this exercise, we recommend the

the exercise and DO NOT hold your breath

HiNTS aND TipS:

n Concentrate on keeping your spine in the

n Maintain spine in a neutral position

n each action and return should be done

neutral position

throughout the exercise

slowly and in a controlled way

1 staRting position:

2 MoveMent / ac tion:

3 RetuRn to staRt position
in a contRolled way

Push through the handles and elbows drawing the
bars towards each other. Work through full range
until the bars touch under control.
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Sit on the machine with the back and head against
the back rest. Feet are flat on the floor more than
shoulder width apart. Hold the grips as shown.

stretch on page 49
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flexibility exercises
Flexibility exercises are exercises that stretch or aim to
lengthen a particular muscle group. Stretching helps
to prevent injury and increase range of movement. We
would recommend that stretches are best done after a
warm up. The stretch should be held for 30 seconds and
you should feel a slight resistance in the muscle being
stretched, not pain or shaking. Hold at this point of slight
resistance and don’t bounce at the end of the movement.
If you find yourself holding your breath, then you are
trying too hard and need to ease off the stretch a little.
In this section we have concentrated on the muscle
groups that get particularly tight in people with AS.
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flexibility exercises

Piriformis / glutes stretch
n Benefit of exercise: to help maintain or

increase length in your buttock muscles
n Equipment required: gym mat
n Repetition: 4 times to the left then

4 times to the right

1 Starting poSition:

n Maintain neutral spine throughout movement – if your trunk “sags” during the exercise, slightly

bend the knee of the leg that remains extended out on the floor
n Do not “bounce” stretch position – hold static position

2 MoveMent / ac tion:

Slide one heel up alongside the straight, extended leg
and cross the bent leg foot over the straight knee. Using
your hands pull your bent knee in towards your chest.
Hold this position for 30 seconds. Return the leg back
to start position through the same movement line.
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Sit with your legs straight out in front of you.

Hints and tips:
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Flexibility exercises

Glutes stretch
Hints and tips:
n Benefit of exercise: to help maintain or

n For all exercises when you are lying on your back on the floor, if the back of your head does not

increase length in your buttock muscles

easily rest on the floor, then we would advise you to place a folded towel under your head to help you
achieve a neutral spine. By this we mean that you should fold the towel just enough times so that your
head is supported with your chin level and not pointing up to the ceiling, or resting on your chest.

n Equipment required: gym mat
n Repetition: 4 times to the left then

4 times to the right

n Keep both shoulders and head resting in contact with floor
n Do not “bounce” stretch position – hold static position

1 Starting poSition:

Bend one knee up half way towards your chest, with the
opposite hand placed on the outside of the bent knee,
gently pull the knee across your chest aiming your knee
towards the floor. Your other arm and shoulder should
remain in contact with the floor or mat at all times. Hold
the stretch just before your shoulder wants to lift off the
floor. Hold this position for 30 seconds. Return the leg
back to start position through the same movement line.
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Lie on your back, legs extended out flat on floor.
Arms lying at your side, palms facing down.

2 MoveMent / ac tion:
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flexibility exercises

hamstring stretch
n Benefit of exercise: to help maintain or increase

length in the muscles at the back of the thigh
n Equipment required: gym mat, gym towel

– rolled along its length
n Repetition: 4 times to the left then

4 times to the right

1 Starting poSition:

n Keep head resting in contact with floor
n Maintain neutral spine throughout movement – do not allow the lower back to over arch
n if unable to get the knee in line with the hip, take the knee as far as possible and then

straighten the knee
n Do not “bounce” stretch position – hold static position

2 MoveMent / ac tion:

Raise the knee towards the chest. Once the knee is
in line with the hip, straighten the knee as much as
possible, utilising the towel to aid the movement.
Hold this position for 30 seconds. Return the leg back
to start position through the same movement line.
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Lie on your back with knees bent up and your feet flat
on the floor at hip distance apart. Place a rolled towel
around the sole of one foot, holding the ends of towel
in each hand.

Hints and tips:
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flexibility exercises

front hiP stretch
n Benefit of exercise: to help maintain or

Hints and tips:

increase length in the muscles at the front
of the hip

n Maintain neutral spine throughout movement – do not allow trunk to bend forward at hips

n Equipment required: gym mat
n Repetition: 4 times to the left then

4 times to the right

1 Starting poSition:

Kneel on one leg, knee directly under the hip,
with the back knee resting on the floor
and the top of your shoe also resting
on the floor. Hands on hips.

n Do not “bounce” stretch position – hold static position
n as you lean into your front leg, don’t let your knee move past your ankle. if it does, to correct this,

move your front leg forward a little.

2 MoveMent / ac tion:

Keeping your trunk upright, lean into your
front leg until you feel a stretch along the
front of your back leg. Hold this position
for 30 seconds. Return back to start position
through the same movement line.

Feel
re

tc
h
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Flexibility exerciSeS

Single arm pec Stretch
n Benefit of exercise: To help maintain or

increase length in the muscles at the front of
the shoulder and chest. To help prevent forward
rounding position of the shoulders.

n Repetition: 4 times to the left then

4 times to the right

Hints and tips:
n Maintain neutral spine throughout movement
n Do not “bounce” stretch position – hold static

position

n Equipment required: Any piece of fixed

upright gym equipment that is as tall as you

1 sTArTing posiTion:

Walk both feet around, away from equipment
leaving the forearm in position.
Allow your trunk and head to
follow the movement direction
of your feet. Continue
stepping feet around as
far as able keeping the
arm in the same position.

3 HolD THis posiTion for
30 seconDs:
Return back to start position
through the same movement line.
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Stand close to and facing the side of any
tall gym equipment. Raise arm closest
to equipment out to the side to
shoulder height. Bend elbow to 90°,
placing forearm on to the
gym equipment.

2 MoveMenT / Ac Tion:
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flexibility exercises

lats stretch
n Benefit of exercise: to help maintain or

n Repetition: 4

increase length in the muscles at the front of
the shoulder and chest. to help prevent forward
rounding position of the shoulders.
n Equipment required: Weights bench

Hints and tips:
n Maintain neutral spine throughout movement
n Do not “bounce” stretch position – hold static

position

gym towel – folded to place under head

1 Starting poSition:

Raise both arms up towards the ceiling, and then continue taking arms back towards
your ears as far as possible, finishing with your upper arms resting on the end of the
bench and your hands hanging off the bench. Watch your head position towards
the end of the movement as it will be an effort to maintain your neutral spine
during the stretch. Keep your chin level and not pointing up towards the ceiling.
Hold this position for 30 seconds. Return back to start
position through the same movement line.
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Carefully lie on your back along the length of the
bench with your knees bent and your feet resting
on the bench, hip distance apart. Place folded
towel under head to achieve neutral spine position.
Shoulders should be resting on the bench.

2 MoveMent / ac tion:
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flexibility exercises

back extension
1 Starting poSition:

n Benefit of exercise: to help maintain or

Lie on your stomach, legs straight. Place hands under shoulders,
palms down, elbows bent and tucked into the body.

increase movement of the lower spine
(lumbar spine)
n Equipment required: gym mat
n Repetition: 4

2 MoveMent / ac tion:

Push up into full elbow extension. Hold this
position for 30 seconds. Return back to start
position through the same movement line.

et

movement

Str

n Keep hips in contact with floor throughout

Feel

Hints and tips:

h

c
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n allow feet to roll out in a relaxed position
n Keep buttocks and legs relaxed
n Do not “bounce” stretch position – hold

static position
51
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breathing exercises
We suggest you do these exercises daily
to keep your rib cage flexible.
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breathing exercises

standing 1
n Benefit of exercise: to keep your rib

cage flexible
n Equipment required: none
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n Repetition: 3

1 Starting poSition:

Stand with good posture, with feet hip distance apart,
elbows bent, palms facing upwards, arms by side.

2 MoveMent / ac tion:

As you breathe in, rotate the arms out to the side,
keeping elbows tucked in and hands moving away
from the body. Imagine shoulder blades drawing
together as you do this. Breathe out, return arms
to start position. Keeping elbows bent and tucked
in, return forearm to centre position.

Hints and tips:
n Stop if you feel light headed
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breathing exercises

standing 2
n Benefit of exercise: to keep your rib

cage flexible

1 Starting poSition:

Stand in good posture with feet hip distance apart with
your arms out straight in front of you at chest height,
palms facing upwards.

2 MoveMent / ac tion:

As you breathe in let arms float upwards making a
‘v’ shape - like tracing the shape of a large wine glass.
Breathe out, lower arms back down to the start position
with your arms out straight in front of the body.

n Equipment required: none
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n Repetition: 3

Hints and tips:
n Stop if you feel light headed
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sPeciaL cLasses
and other sPorts
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sPeciaL cLasses and other sPorts
Gym Classes and otheR foRms of exeRCIses.
Exercising is an essential element in managing
your AS. Traditional exercise using weights and
machines in a gym does not suit everyone so
to maintain your motivation you may wish to
look at joining other exercise classes or sports.
These activities can be done as your daily or
weekly exercise but remember that you need to
ensure your exercise will stretch, strengthen and
keep you cardiovascularly fit. You therefore may
consider doing these activities to complement
a traditional gym programme of exercise. This
section is designed to guide you in what is
considered to be suitable forms of exercise/
sport when you have AS.
Remember, everybody is different and can
tolerate different activity and levels. It is best
therefore to seek medical advice before starting /
continuing any form of sport or activity.

classes in the gym
It is important to remember that there are many
different forms of traditional class that you could join
at a gym such as yoga, circuits and step aerobics but
there are always newly formed and named variations to
many classes. So it is important that you gain as much
information about a class before you take part.
some questions that you need to ask as a person
with as may be:
n Is the class low or high impact? – low impact classes
are better to ensure your joints are not irritated during
and after exercise
n Does the class have an element of “body contact”? –
body contact in exercise should always be avoided
n Are there different levels of class on different days?
– always start with a beginners’ class if you are new to
the form of exercise – learning good technique from the
start is essential to gain the best benefit
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n It is advisable to ensure that any class instructor is aware of your AS.
n This will ensure that your instructor is aware of any limitations that you may have but also enable them
to provide alternative positions or instruction on any of the exercises if you are finding them difficult to do.
n Remember your ability may change week to week so an exercise that you found easy one week may be
temporarily slightly more difficult to do the next week.
n Informing your instructor of your condition will ensure you get the most of every class that you do while
also staying safe.

Body balance
Body balance classes are low impact and combine
movements from yoga, Pilates and tai chi. The aim
of the class is to use breathing control, stretches,
movements and positions to enhance your flexibility
and strength. As movements are gentle, flowing and to
light music many people find this form of exercise helps
them gain a sense of calm and reduced stress. Although
this is a slightly slower paced class, its continued
movement routines means that you still burn calories
and keep joints mobile. Working your core stability
means this class is good for posture management –
essential for those with AS.
Body pump
This class is low impact and involves performing set
movements while holding weights, either free weights
in your hands at a beginner’s level or a weights bar as
you advance in the class. You set the level that you want
to work at, which is a great advantage for those with AS
as you may feel able to do more one week than another.
The class is set to music and involves performing
movements often known as traditional weights
exercises ie: squats and lunges.
circuits
This class involves working your way around a set of
exercise stations each with a different exercise stated
that you have to perform. The exercises throughout
a class cover a combination of strengthening and
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Gym Classes and otheR foRms of exeRCIses.

cardiovascular movements with each station/exercise
performed for a set period of time ie: 30 seconds to 2
minutes. A good circuit class will ensure that you have a
full body workout. The benefit of a circuit class is that it
allows you to work at your own pace on each exercise:
there should be no set repetitions or weight levels that
you have to use. It is up to you how hard you work. It is
essential that you work to your own pace week to week,
depending on how you feel. Be aware that it is very easy
to become competitive with any fellow class mates who
are exercising on the same station as you. You may feel
good during the class but as seen with other forms of
exercise those with AS can flare their condition after
exercise if they have done too much.

www.nass.co.uk

core stability classes
Many gyms will offer various forms of core stability
classes. For example a class may be performed as a
“gym ball” or “Swiss ball” stability class. Overall these
classes tend to be low impact and focus on stability and
strengthening of the muscles that support the spine. So
these classes tend to be well tolerated by people with AS.
Remember to join a class for beginners if you have not
done this form of exercise before to enable you to learn
the basic principles of the exercise. Performing some of
the exercises is harder than it looks!
Pilates
Pilates classes focus on core stability and postural control
through exercises aimed at strengthening the muscles
that support the spine. Pilates classes are low impact

using positions of lying and sitting to teach awareness
of breath control, spinal alignment and strengthening of
the trunk. While there is no direct evidence showing any
change in an individual’s AS, these classes could help you
to maintain a good posture – a key aspect of managing
your condition. Be aware that many gyms offer varying
levels of Pilates class and starting in a beginners’ class
to learn the concepts of this exercise is essential to gain
most benefit.
tae-Bo
Also known as Thai Boxing or Body Combat, Tae-Bo is a
class offered by many gyms. It is a non contact martial
arts based fitness session. It incorporates the techniques
used in Thai boxing and Taekwondo with a simple
aerobic routine. It develops coordination and balance
as well as having flexibility exercises, formed together
to provide a high calorie burning work out. It may be
suitable for AS patients as it is non contact and the
elements of co-ordination and balance can help with
posture. There may be different experience and intensity
levels so you should consult the class instructor first.
spinning
Spinning is a low impact aerobic form of exercise that
is performed on a specially designed static bike. This
exercise class is normally set to music designed to
motivate you and make you work hard. This exercise is
not simply sitting on a bike and gently peddling - an
instructor talks you through a series of different cycling
techniques, speeds and gradients by getting you to set

different amounts of resistance on your bike. This class
offers a very high level of aerobic workout and is said to
burn up to 800 calories in a 45 minute class. This class
does allow you to set your own level with you controlling
how much resistance you use on your bike. Be aware
that spinning involves a lot of leg movements that could
irritate any knee and hip pain. The class also does not
work all leg muscles equally. It is important that you
include other forms of strengthening exercise into your
weekly exercise programme rather than doing multiple
spinning classes each week. After spending some time
with a hunched posture while spinning , we recommend
you stretch yourself out either by doing the lat stretch or
the back extension stretch (see pages 50 and 51).
Yoga
Yoga classes incorporate exercises and postures that aim
at maintaining balance in the body through strength
and flexibility. There are many different forms of yoga
so a range of exercises can be performed. Hatha yoga is
perhaps the most relevant to people with AS in that it
uses a combination of stretches, postures and poses that
would be beneficial. There tends to be a spiritual element
to all forms of yoga to varying degrees depending on
the yoga being taught. If this spiritual element is not of
interest do not let this put you off as many people do
yoga simply to gain the benefits of a low impact exercise.
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sWimming
The simple rule is, muscle ache is good, joint
soreness getting worse through the swim is bad,
as is excessive stiffness the following day. Soon you
will find that every swimming day will be a positive
day in your week as you produce your own “happy
pills” and feel positive about yourself.

www.nass.co.uk

swimming
Swimming as a leisure activity or sport has much to
offer people with AS and has the ability to help people
with widely differing symptoms. Swimming is a great
way to improve general fitness, flexibility and strength
in a safe, low impact environment. However it is
important to swim the right strokes, in the right way.
You should consider the following points.
n Lessons – Leisure centres across the country now
have adult lessons and improvement sessions to cater
for all abilities. If you are a weak swimmer who lacks
general water confidence it is really important that you
learn to swim properly. Once you get the technique
right, you can then build up your stamina and strength.
This will minimise the chances of inflaming your joints
and maximise your enjoyment and performance in the
water. If you are just a bit out of practice, it will help to
ensure that you have not picked up any bad habits.

n What stroke – Front crawl is considered the best
stroke for people with AS to use. Your body position
remains extended throughout, including your neck,
and the stroke ensures that your spine rotates gently
throughout this continuous action. It is also worth
being able to swim some back crawl, which has many
of the same benefits already mentioned but also aids
the opening of the chest cavity and ensures that your
shoulders rotate anti-clockwise. This helps stop your
shoulders being brought forward in your post session
posture. Strokes to be avoided include butterfly, due
to the excessive arching (hyperextension) of the lower
back and breast stroke, which puts excessive strain on
the neck and lower back. In addition, the leg kick can
inflame the hips and pelvis.

equivalent of a cardio work out or a weights session in
its own right.

n sessions per week – After a few weeks of going
swimming a couple of times a week for 30 minute
sessions, try and add an extra one per week. Once
you know that you can do 3 x 30 minute sessions per
week, start to increase your distances and speed but
only do this once you know that you can swim strongly
without inflaming your joints. For each session, swim at
a reduced pace for 5 minutes to warm up, then do some
stretching in the water for a couple of minutes, then
work hard for 20 minutes or so and then finish with
5 minutes warm down, ideally adding a few lengths of
back crawl which helps balance shoulder rotation but
also helps open up your chest. Always wear goggles for
comfort and take fluids throughout.

Water aerobics/aqua fit/aqua aerobics
This form of exercise class involves a full aerobic
workout in the shallow end of a swimming pool. The
class allows a full body workout for cardiovascular
fitness, joint movement and stretching but has the
added advantage of placing minimal stress on the
body’s joints – an essential benefit to those with
ankylosing spondylitis.
A standard class involves exercise movements similar to
those performed in a normal land aerobics class but can
often make you work hard as you have the resistance of
the water to work against.

n goals - Once you feel strong enough and are starting
to gain the benefit from your sessions, there are lots of
different opportunities to take your swimming further,
if that is what you want to do. There are now plenty of
Amateur Swimming Association (ASA) Masters events
where you can compete against swimmers of your age
and ability. These happen all over the country.
n open-water swimming has gained in popularity
since the Olympics in Beijing. There are events in lakes
or the sea, particularly through the summer from 500m
to the English Channel (21 miles or 34 kilometres).

n The kind of swimming session described can be the
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other forms of exercise
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Badminton
This form of aerobic workout is relatively low impact
and is normally tolerated quite well by those with
AS. The impact element of this sport does encourage
strong bone growth which is also important for
your condition. Additional benefits of this exercise
specifically for those with ankylosing spondylitis is
the encouragement of spinal movements, shoulder
and arm movements over head and extension of the
body. Those who play this sport should be cautious
with any fast, repetitive spinal twisting and bending
movements though as this places the bones of your
spine at risk. Playing this sport for fun and health
benefits rather than at a competitive level will mean
that you can keep the exercise/movements within safe
limits.
golf
Although not considered as true exercise by many
people, golf does actually help to maintain your fitness
simply through the amount of walking involved.
Some golf courses can mean you walk up to 4 miles!
Importantly for those with AS golf also helps to
maintain both spinal and shoulder range of movement
and it also works your core stability. Although it is low
impact, it is important that you do a good warm up
before you play any golf round, and perform stretches
at the end of the round in the opposite direction to
which you swing your golf club. Additional stretches
during your weekly programme should include focus
on shoulders, spine and arms if you play golf 2 to 3
times a week.

Walking
This is a simple, free form of exercise that many people
do not think of as a serious and good exercise. However
walking is an excellent low impact way of toning your
muscles as well as burning some calories. You can set your
own pace with walking according to how you feel day to
day and can build up to a full hike walk if you choose.
Wii fit
The Wii Fit is a game and balance board that is an
accessory to the popular games console, the Wii. It allows
a series of games and challenges to be played interactively
focussing on 4 training categories.
they are:
n Yoga
n Strength
n Aerobics (step, hula hoop)
n Balance (ski and snowboarding/football heading skills)
It can also measure personal statistics to help keep track
of your health and fitness, for example - body weight
and body fat percentage. It will log improvements and
performance. Exercise progressions are a reward to
using the games and achieving certain goals set by the
machine. It is an interactive and fun way of training that
the whole family and friends can take part in. But it is not
a replacement for traditional exercise. As with all exercise,
care should be taken that you do not over do it and that
you are exercising in a safe environment.
contact sports
Sports considered under this title include rugby,
karate, hockey and wrestling to name but a few. As a

person with AS extreme caution should be taken when
considering playing these sports or activities. Part of
your condition means that you are more at risk of having
thinner bones (osteoporosis). This combined with possible
stiffening of the spine means that you may be at risk of
sustaining a break of one of the bones in your spine, your
vertebrae. All of the sports/activities listed above mean
that you may experience hard knocks and blows during
the activity that may cause a bone to break.
high impact sports
Sports considered under this title include netball, step
aerobics, basketball, football, boxercise and tennis. All of
these sports involve “pounding” actions ie: running, which
can cause extra stress on the joints of the legs and the
spine. This in turn can lead people with AS to experience
a flare up in their condition ie: more pain. Caution should
be taken if you are considering doing these sports for
the first time. Without doubt these activities should not
be completed if you are experiencing a flare up in your
condition – an alternative form of lower impact exercise
should be considered for the period of time that you are
experiencing a flare up (see the sections on swimming,
water aerobics, yoga and Pilates).
If you are already competing in these sports you must
monitor your symptoms and be open to seeking
alternative forms of exercise if these activities do cause
your AS to flare up. It is possible that your body’s tolerance
to the sport may change over time and you find that the
sport causes you pain when this never used to be the case.
Continuing to push yourself in an activity that causes your
condition to worsen will not benefit you in the long term.
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exercise recommendation LeveLs
recommended class / exercise
Body BalanCe

swImmInG

Body PumP

walkInG

CoRe staBIlIty Classes

wateR aeRoBICs/aquafIt/aqua aeRoBICs

PIlates

wII fIt

sPInnInG

yoGa

recommended class / exercise but may require modification or may need
to seek alternative exercise if ankylosing spondylitis is in flare
BadmInton

netBall

BasketBall

steP aeRoBICs

CIRCuIts

tae-Bo

footBall

tennIs

class / exercise should be avoided
BoxeRCIse
www.nass.co.uk

hoCkey

squash
wRestlInG

kaRate
RuGBy
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information for
exercise PersonneL
Remember, some trained staff may not have heard
of AS and how it affects you. You may need to explain
what the condition is and use the guidance points
enclosed to help the trainer construct a suitable
gym programme for you.
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information for exercise PersonneL
RememBeR, some tRaIned staff may not have heaRd of as and how It affeCts you. you may
need to exPlaIn what the CondItIon Is and use the GuIdanCe PoInts enClosed to helP the tRaIneR
ConstRuCt a suItaBle Gym PRoGRamme foR you. please show these guidelines to your instructor.

www.nass.co.uk

This programme is
designed To encourage
people who have
ankylosing spondyliTis
To do regular exercise.
ankylosing spondyliTis
(as) is a rheumaTological
condiTion ThaT causes
inflammaTion in The
joinTs and ligamenTs of
The spine and chesT wall.
This inflammaTion can
cause sympToms of pain
and sTiffness.

This programme is designed to encourage
people who have ankylosing spondylitis to do
regular exercise. Ankylosing spondylitis (AS)
is a rheumatological condition that causes
inflammation in the joints and ligaments of the
spine and chest wall. This inflammation can
cause symptoms of pain and stiffness and over
time can lead to a loss of movement of the spine
and a stooped posture. It usually starts between
the ages of 20 and 40.
There are now some very effective treatments
for AS. These include medical treatments that
can reduce the symptoms and the inflammation
in the spine. Consequently, anyone who has AS
should be under the care of a rheumatologist
who can advise on these. However, regular
exercise which includes spinal mobility is one
of the mainstays of treatment. It can improve
the symptoms, as well as the mobility of the
spine and promote general wellbeing. For this
reason, the combination of medical treatments
and exercises are widely recommended and can
have a dramatic effect.

Unfortunately, many people with AS do not
exercise regularly. This programme has been
designed to make it as easy as possible for
someone with AS to start exercising, even if that
person has not had much experience of regular
exercise or gyms before.
The programme brings together the previous
evidence on exercise in AS with the most up
to date guidelines on exercise prescription
from the American College of Sports Medicine
(ACSM) and our own experience. It is focused on
maintaining spinal range of movement, good
posture, and good general health.
A limitation of a published programme like this
is that it cannot be tailored to each individual.
This is why we believe that advice from a
properly qualified exercise therapist is so useful.
The following paragraphs explain some of
the important points to be aware of in the
assessment of a person with AS and some
of the principles that are important in the
exercise prescription.
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InstRuCtoR assessment
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assessment
n AS can occasionally lead to medical conditions that
can affect the heart or lungs: examples include fibrosis
(scarring) of the lungs, or aortic valve regurgitation in the
heart. These conditions are usually mild, but some may
be worsened by exercise. We therefore recommend that
everyone with AS should see a doctor before starting
this exercise programme and then do so annually. Of
course, most people will already be under the care of a
rheumatologist who will have made this assessment.
n It is still always worth checking for any of these medical
conditions, which should be considered in anyone
who develops undue shortness of breath, dizziness,
palpitations, chest pain or loss of consciousness.
n Ask about medication. The non steroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) in particular are often used
and can have an effect on blood pressure.
n Check for swelling of the peripheral joints, particularly
the knees and ankle. In some people with AS, the
swelling can affect these joints and this will require
different treatments.
n Remember that some people with AS can develop
inflammation in the eye called iritis. This causes pain in
the eye, redness and blurring of vision. If this happens,
that person should go directly to a hospital casualty
department.
n Suggest that anyone with AS is under the care
of a rheumatologist, who can advise on the most
effective medical treatments for the pain, stiffness and
inflammation.

n Assess the shape of the spine. In AS, there is a
tendency for the lumbar spine to flatten and lose its
lordosis. The thoracic curvature can increase into a
kyphosis and the cervical spine may straighten up.
n Assess the range of movement of each part of the
spine. There is a tendency for all parts of the spine to lose
range of movement. If you wish to make a recording of
range of movement, flexion of the lumbar spine can be
measured with the modified Schober test and overall
movement can be assessed using the Bath Ankylosing
Spondylitis Metrology Index (BASMI). For details and a
copy please visit www.nass.co.uk
n Assess flexibility, particularly of the anterior muscles,
including hip flexors, abdominals and pectorals.
n Assess strength, particularly of the extensor muscle
groups including lower back, gluteal muscles and
shoulder external rotators and retractors.
n Assess the overall level of cardiovascular fitness
and conditioning.
notes on the exercise PrescriPtion
n Consider the best time of day to exercise because the
symptoms can vary a great deal through the day and may
be particularly bad in the morning.
n The warm up is particularly important before a strength
or cardiovascular session, because stiffness is such a
major symptom of AS. However, a warm bath is good
preparation for a stand-alone flexibility or mobility session
and is convenient for the end of the day or the evening.

n Mobility exercises should take each part of the spine
through the full range of movement in a gentle controlled
way with a hold at the end of range. Pay particular
attention to movements that are reduced, but remember
that it will not be beneficial or possible to force the spine
into a range that is uncomfortable. The emphasis is on
promoting extension of the spine.
n Include mobility exercises of the chest wall and
breathing to promote full expansion of the chest.
n Ensure that there is an excellent understanding of
good posture and give a practical demonstration during
the session. Remember that if the spine has lost range of
movement, it may not be possible to get back to a neutral
position.
n When considering flexibility, promote flexibility of the
large anterior muscles such as the abdominals, pectorals
and hip flexors that might pull the spine into flexion if they
remain tight. The flexibility programme should probably
not be done just before the strength or cardiovascular
exercises because the stretching may inhibit the activity of
those muscles.
n When considering the strength programme, promote
the strength of extensor muscles such as gluteus maximus,
lower back and latissimus dorsi as these will tend to pull
the spine into an extensor pattern.
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notes on the exeRCIse PResCRIPtIon
n The strength component of this programme starts with
two sets of low weight, high repetition movements. This
can be progressed to three or four sets as the strength
improves.
n There are no sit-ups, abdominal strengthening or
core stability exercises in this programme, although
there is a section on posture. The reason for this
omission is that the focus of the programme is to
encourage an upright posture and strong extensor
muscles. When reviewing an individual’s programme,
the inclusion of some exercises to improve abdominal
tone and core stability should be considered.
n When considering cardiovascular fitness, assess the
current level of conditioning.

www.nass.co.uk

Some people with AS may not have been doing exercise
recently and may be deconditioned. This programme
recommends 30 minutes of cardiovascular exercise
5 times a week at a moderate intensity. This can be
gradually progressed as appropriate.
n Most people with AS will find impact activities such
as running on roads too painful and should do nonimpact activities such as cycling, swimming or using
the crosstrainer. Those who are able to run without
pain can be reassured that it is fine to continue while
they remain pain free. They should be given advice
on good running technique including correct running
shoes and a training regime that avoids excessive
road running.

n Rowing is a very good aerobic exercise, but the
stresses that this exercise puts through the thoracic
spine makes it unlikely that many people with AS will
be able to manage sustained exercise on a rowing
machine. We have suggested that the time on a rowing
machine is limited to 10 minutes. Demonstration of
good technique is very important.
n Avoid sports that lead to forceful direct impacts to
the trunk such as rugby or ice hockey.
n Gentle manual therapies such as massage can
be helpful, but therapies that use manipulations or
high velocity thrusts are unproven and cannot be
recommended in AS.

exeRCIses should aIm to:
strengthen extensor muscle groups
n Low back
n Trunk
n Shoulder blades
n Buttocks
stretch anterior muscle groups
n Pectorals
n Biceps
n Quadriceps (especially over the front of the
hip joint)
also stretch/keep length in all major muscle
groups
n Hamstrings
n Chest
n Triceps/biceps
n Calves
n Inner thigh
use a regime that involves low weight but
high repetition to extensor and anterior
muscle groups
n Gradually increase the weight used during
extensor exercises (see point 1 above), as
tolerated
n Keep anterior muscle work low weight and
high repetition at all times
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What do these Words mean?
n BicePs – inner muscles of the upper arm
n cervicaL sPine – the upper part of the spine beginning at the base of the skull
n extensor – a group of muscles that open a joint
n fLexor – a group of muscles that close a joint
n gLuteus maximus/gLutes – muscles in the bottom
n hamstrings – muscles at the back of the thigh
n KYPhosis – curvature of the upper spine
n LateraL – in a sideways direction
n Latissimus dorsi/ Lats – muscles in the middle of the back in line with the arms
n Lordosis – inward curvature of the spine
n LumBar sPine – the lower part of the spine
n neutraL sPine – the natural position of the spine with all 3 curves of the spine in good alignment as shown on page 13
n PectoraLs/Pecs – chest muscles
n QuadricePs – the muscles at the front of the thigh
n thoracic curvature – curvature of the middle of the spine
n thoracic sPine – the middle of the spine
n tricePs – outer muscles of the upper arm

www.nass.co.uk

n trunK – the upper part of the body excluding the arms, neck and head
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BacKground to this project
Background to this project between AStretch, and
the National Ankylosing Spondylitis Society (NASS),
with participation from staff at the Defence Medical
Rehabilitation Centre (DMRC) Headley Court.
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exercise rehabilitation instructors. The swimming

Claire Harris and Claire Jeffries, physiotherapists
working in the NHS and members of AStretch

Claire Harris and Claire Jeffries, physiotherapists
working in the NHS and members of AStretch

Dr Tim Jones, Consultant in Rheumatology and Rehabilitation Medicine,
Defence Medical Rehabilitation Centre, Headley Court

Dr Tim Jones, Consultant in Rheumatology and Rehabilitation Medicine,
Defence Medical Rehabilitation Centre, Headley Court

Kate Connelly, Edward Wolfe, Colin Suffield,
and Rebecca Bull (left to right)

Kate Connelly, Edward Wolfe, Colin Suffield,
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aBout the collaBorators

asTreTch

www.nass.co.uk

defence medical rehabiliTaTion
cenTre (dmrc) headley courT
Headley Court provides the rheumatology and
rehabilitation care for ill or injured British service
personnel to help them to return to health and
fitness for their operational role. This includes
the care of personnel who have suffered
traumatic injuries in armed conflicts, including
amputations, fractures, burns and spinal injuries.
In addition, Headley Court provides care for
those with neurological injuries, joint and spinal
conditions, sports injuries and arthritis. It cares
for approximately 150 military personnel with
AS, providing the initial diagnosis, medical
treatments including anti-TNF medications and
rehabilitation through exercise prescriptions
and residential courses.

AStretch is the name given to a group of
physiotherapists, from around the country,
whose aim is to steer the management, and
improve the understanding, of AS.
www.astretch.co.uk

The naTional ankylosing
spondyliTis socieTy (nass)
NASS provides information and advice and
campaigns to raise awareness of AS and the
needs of people with AS. NASS has around 95
branches in the UK, providing regular exercise
and hydrotherapy sessions supervised by NHS
physiotherapists. We also actively encourage
our members to take part in research into
the causes, genetics and management of AS
by recruiting volunteers for various research
projects around the UK.
RCN: 272258 SC: 041347
www.nass.co.uk

supported by an educational grant from
pfizer limiTed
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aBout nass

NASS is doing a fantastic job
and it is great to see how far
the charity has come.
ann, nass member

whaT nass is doing for you

whaT you can do for nass

NASS is a growing organisation and we need
you on board to continue our progress.
We are:

Join: the more members we get, the more
influence we have as an organisation and the
more effectively we can campaign on your
behalf.

●

Developing our range of information sources.

Supporting people with AS through our
website, on the telephone and email, and
through regular patient conferences.

●

Raising awareness among health professionals,
the general population and decision makers.

●

www.nass.co.uk

The support available through NASS - both
national and local group has been excellent.
nass member

NASS has been the only helpful
source of info - was a life saver!
nass member

To join NASS please fill in the form overleaf or
visit our website www.nass.co.uk.
donate: individuals and their families are the
main source of income for NASS. NASS receives
no government funding. All donations will make
a difference to people with AS.
To make a donation please fill in the form
overleaf or visit our website www.nass.co.uk.

I have received fantastic
support from NASS over the years, both via
the phone and through an informative
and enjoyable magazine.
peter, nass member
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DIRECT DEBIT MANDATE

National Ankylosing Spondylitis Society
RCN 272258 SC: 04134

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society to pay by Direct Debit
To: The Manager of …………………………………..…………… Bank / Building Society

MEMBERSHIP AND DONATION FORM
Please return this form to NASS, Unit 0.2, One Victoria Villas, Richmond, Surrey TW9 2GW

Address ……………………………………………..…………………………………………..
…………………………………………………..………………………………………………..

 I WOULD LIKE TO JOIN NASS
 I WOULD LIKE TO MAKE A DONATION TO NASS

…………………………………………………………….Post Code……………...…………..
Name and Address of Account Holder

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
 UK Membership

£20

 Concession

£6

Title:………….………First name(s): ………………..…………………………….…..…..….

 Overseas Membership

£25

 Life Membership

£250

Surname:…………………………...…………………………………………………..………..

Membership

£

Address: ………………..…………………………………………………………………….....

Donation

£

……………………………..……………………………………………………………………..

Total

£

Please pay by cheque or direct debit.

……………………………………………………………. Post code: …………………….…..

(Please note we cannot accept Direct Debits for less than £15 due to the administration costs incurred)

GIFT AID DECLARATION Please 

Bank / Building Society
Account Number

 Please treat all gifts that I have made in the last 6 years and all future gifts of money
that I make from the date of this declaration as Gift Aid donations.

Bank Sort Code

I understand that I must pay an amount of income tax and/or capital gains tax in each tax year (6
April one year to 5 April the next) in the UK that is at least equal to the tax that the charity will
reclaim on my gift for that tax year (currently 25p for each £1 given). I will notify you if I wish to
cancel the declaration, change my name or home address or I no longer pay sufficient tax on my
income and/or capital gains.

Originators Identification Number

F S 1 0 1 6.

Amount to be debited from my account £
Frequency

___

MONTHLY / QUARTERLY/ ANNUALLY

Date of first payment _____ / _____/ _____

Signature……………………………………………………………….. Date ……./……./……
FOR CAF OFFICIAL USE ONLY

Reference number: FS1016 Service user number: 685317

MEMBER/DONOR DETAILS: Please complete in BLOCK CAPITALS
Surname………………………………………………………………. Title …………………………

This is not part of the instruction to the bank or building society.
Date of first payment on or after: …….…/…….…/……….
CAF: Kings Hill, West Malling, Kent, ME19 4TA

First name(s) ………………………………………………………….……………………………….
Home Address ………………………………………………………………………………..……….
………...…………………………………………………………………………………………..……..
………...……………………………………………….…….. Post code ………………..…………..

Instruction to your bank or building society
Please pay CAF / NASS Direct Debits from the account detailed in this instruction subject to the
safeguards assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee. I understand that this instruction may remain
with CAF / NASS and, if so, details will be passed electronically to my bank / building society.

Signature……………………………………………………… Date……/……/……

Telephone number: Home ……………………….………. Mobile ……………………..…………...
Email address ………………………………………………………………………………………….
Do you have ankylosing spondylitis? …………………………………………….…..…….............
Occupation ……………………………………………………………………………………………..

The Guarantee should be detached and retained by the payer.
The Direct Debit Guarantee
• This guarantee is offered by all banks and building societies that take part in the Direct Debit
scheme. The efficiency and security of the scheme is monitored and protected by your own
bank or building society.
• If the amounts to be paid or the payment date changes, CAF / NASS will notify you in
advance.
• If an error is made by CAF / NASS or your bank / building society, you are guaranteed a full
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and immediate refund from your branch of the amount paid.
• You can cancel your Direct Debit at any time by writing to your bank or building society.
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National Ankylosing Spondylitis Society (NASS)
Unit 0.2, One Victoria Villas, Richmond, Surrey TW9 2GW
Tel: 020 8948 9117 ● Fax: 020 8940 7736 ● E-mail: nass@nass.co.uk ● Website: www.nass.co.uk
RCN: 272258 ● SC: 041347
© 2010 National Ankylosing Spondylitis Society (NASS)
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, sorted in any retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise without the prior permission of the copyright owner.
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